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Keep the kids **engaged** and **learn** on the go or at home

**How Airports Work & How Cities Work Activity Books**
 Illustrated by James Gulliver Hancock

Based on our How Airports Work and How Cities Work lift-the-flap children’s titles, these sticker and puzzle books transform James Gulliver Hancock’s wonderful illustrations into fun activities for young children to complete at home or on their travels.

- Packed with intriguing facts about the inner workings of these familiar places
- Kids can design and decorate their own busy airport and city scenes with stickers included

**How Airports Work Activity Book**
- ISBN: 9781838691059
- Size: 259mm x 282mm
- Format: 48pp, Paperback
- AUS: $12.99

**How Cities Work Activity Book**
- ISBN: 9781838691035
- Size: 259mm x 282mm
- Format: 48pp, Paperback
- AUS: $12.99
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FOR KIDS
AGED 6-8
Get ready to *explore* the world in a whole new way

How Things Work Board Books
Illustrated by James Gulliver Hancock

Based on our lift-the-flap children’s titles, these board books use James Gulliver Hancock’s exciting artwork alongside very simple text to introduce toddlers to the wonders of cities, planes and trains.

• Packed with colourful artwork to engage younger children
• A great learning resource that’s ideal for the home or a trip
• Strong and sturdy for little ones to use without ripping

**AIRPORTS**
ISBN 9781838690540
SIZE 178mm x 178mm
FORMAT 26pp, board
AUS $12.99

**CITIES**
ISBN 9781838690526
SIZE 178mm x 178mm
FORMAT 26pp, board
AUS $12.99

**TRAINS**
ISBN 9781838690564
SIZE 178mm x 178mm
FORMAT 26pp, board
AUS $12.99
It’s time to board the plane!

Some people live in apartment blocks

Or in terraced houses

Or even on houseboats!

In cities, trains run above the ground...

Mind the gap!

and under the ground
Lift-the-Flap Atlas
WRITTEN BY KATE BAKER · ILLUSTRATED BY LIZ KAY

This interactive picture atlas takes you on an exciting journey around the world. Each continent is brought to life with lots of flaps to lift, revealing illustrations, and facts about people, animals, famous landmarks, and fun places to visit. Discover the world’s biggest snow fort, explore lost cities and hidden tombs, meet the planet’s tallest animal, and go in search of legendary monsters. World geography has never been so much fun!

- Highly visual & entertaining way to learn about world geography
- Helps to develop essential reading skills at home or in school
- Clear, colourful and fresh design will appeal to children

FOR THE KIDS

We're off on a journey to explore some amazing things

ORDER QTY
ISBN 9781788689267
SIZE 280mm x 215mm
FORMAT 16pp, Hardback
AUD $24.99
Prepare to be amazed as more than 50 animals go head-to-head in a bid to be crowned the best athletes on the planet. From classic track-and-field events like sprinting and long jumping to weightlifting, swimming and diving, the world’s most extraordinary creatures will compete to see who’s the fastest runner, loudest caller, quickest eater, and furthest flyer. Packed with fun facts and with loads of flaps to lift, this is a sporting contest like no other!

- Races include human competitors for a sense of scale and comparison
- Quirky illustrations and more than 80 flaps to lift making this book interactive and fun
FEATS OF STRENGTH

CATEGORY 1: STRONGEST ANIMALS

The African elephant is the strongest animal on Earth and its trunk is the strongest! It can lift weights and break branches with ease.

Feeding a triple punch – strong arms, huge teeth, and powerful paws. This haze doesn’t even know what’s about to happen next!

CATEGORY 2: STRONGEST ANIMALS FOR THEIR SIZE

The butterfly is the strongest animal for its size. It can lift hundreds of times more than its weight.

JUMPING

We’re back in the athletes’ stadium now for the ultimate jumping event. Competing today are some of the strangest athletes on the planet – from long-legged kangaroos and high-jumping frogs to graceful anemones that spring right up in the air with every stroke. Who will win the distance and height challenge? And who can make the biggest jump of all?

Emma can’t fly but she can jump! She uses her flippers and single-winged flaps to leap into the air and grab leaves from the overhanging trees.

The record for the longest leap by a kangaroo was set by Jack Powell in 1995. A jumping kangaroo can leap almost 10 times its body length from danger in an instant.

FOR THE KIDS

FOR KIDS AGED 6–8
Take learning a language to the next level with hundreds of words and phrases

First Phrases French, Italian and Spanish

Our follow-up series to First Words takes learning a language to the next level, providing an easy transition from learning individual words to forming simple phrases. Young children will be taught all sorts of simple conversational starters and responses, and have the chance to create phrases they might use (or hear) on a trip by combining simple building blocks of language.

• A fun, engaging and visual way to learn a new language
• Beautifully illustrated with easy-to-use pronunciation guides
• Great additions to family homes and overseas travel
FIRST PHRASES - FRENCH
ISBN 9781838690922
SIZE 210mm x 165mm
FORMAT 168pp. Paperback
AUD $22.99

FIRST PHRASES - ITALIAN
ISBN 9781838694180
SIZE 210mm x 165mm
FORMAT 168pp. Paperback
AUD $22.99

FIRST PHRASES - SPANISH
ISBN 9781838690885
SIZE 210mm x 165mm
FORMAT 168pp. Paperback
AUD $22.99
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